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Diffusional properties of a system which consists of a composite of straight 
conducting wires, suspended isotropically in a poorly conducting medium, and the 
random walk of proteins inside a nucleus filled with Gaussian DNA chains is studied 
using Monte-Carlo simulations. The diffusion process is modeled using a random 
walker which moves in a continuous space with wires or chains as obstacles. The 
conductivity of the composite containing straight conducting wires and the 
macroscopic diffusion coefficient inside a matrix of Gaussian DNA chains are 
discussed and compared with recent theoretical scaling predictions through the 
analysis of the macroscopic diffusion coefficient. In the wires model, the 
macroscopic diffusion coefficient is closely related to the macroscopic 
conductivity of the suspension, which is shown to increase approximately linear 
with the wire conductivity at low-to moderate wire conductivities, and approaching 
a plateau at very high wire conductivities, additionally being a function of the 
volume fraction of wires. A deviation from simple theoretical scaling predictions 
is observed and discussed in the paper. In the Gaussian chain model, the simulations 
show that the macroscopic diffusion coefficient of the protein is dropping with 
the increase of the DNA volume fraction and with increasing protein-chain affinity. 
The results are shown to be consistent with those recently obtained by another group 
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1.1.2 细胞核中蛋白质分子的扩散  
 
























图 1-1   DNA 的双螺旋结构 




  图 1-2   细胞核中的 DNA 链 
资料来源：H. Merlitz, K.V. Klenin, C.X. Wu, et al：Facilitated diffusion of DNA-binding proteins:  





















图 1-3  DNA 复制过程 
资料来源：T.A. 布朗:《基因组》[M]，科学出版社，2002；D. Freifelder:《Essentials of Molecular 
Biology》[M]，Jones and Bartlett Publishers，1990. 
 
 
本文模拟研究的是蛋白质分子在完成上述与 DNA 链某些位点结合前在细胞 
核中的扩散。这种运动基本可以分为两个步骤：第一，蛋白质分子自由扩散直到
随机粘贴于 DNA 链某侧；第二，沿 DNA 链滑动，这两个步骤经常会重复多次，直
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